Hill’s route
00,000 leaving from Sant Antolí, by the el Raval del Pont setting off for Pallerols.
00,100 going straight on by the road to Pallerols.
01,300 going straight on till Pallerols, going ahead until Montfar.
01,700 going straight on.
02,100 going by the tarmacked path.
02,200 going along the tarmacked path.
02,400 going along leaving the left path.
02,550 leaving a path on the left and going straight on.
02,800 leaving a path on the left and going straight on.
03,000 leaving the track that leads to the village and going along the track.
03,500 crossroads. Leaving from montfar and going along by the untarmacked track.
03,650 crossroads of 3 paths, taking the one on the right.
04,000 going straight on. Leaving the path the one on the right.
05,050 crossroads of4 paths. Going straight on.
06,050 crossroads of 4 paths. Going straight on.
06,500 going straight on, leaving a path on the right.
07,000 taking the path on the right. The village of Talavera is ahead of us and there are
some warehouses on the left.
07,300 turning right along a steep slope to the village.
07,600 getting into Talavera, walking along some zig zag paths which leads to the top
of the village. Taking the path that leads to La Guardialada.
07,800 Going to the top of the village to find the path that leads to la Guardialada.
08,150 taking the path that leads to the Guardialada.
08,200 Turning left, on the right we find some agricultural warehouses.
08,500 leaving the path on the left, going straight on to La guardialada.
09,800 going straight on by the main track.
09,800 leaving two paths on the left, going along the main track.
10,800 going straight on , leaving a path on the right.
11,500 going straight on , the village of La Guardialada is ahead of us.
12,200 reaching the village of la Guardia lada without getting in. turning to the right,
leaving by the track downwards.
12,400 leaving a path on the right, going straight on, going down the steep slope.
12,700 leaving the track on the left , going straight on.
12,850 going straight on by the valley’s path.
13,150 going straight on along the same path.
13,900 turning left, leaving the valley to go up.
14,350 going on up leaving the path on the right.
14,650 taking the main track, on the left to Llindars.
14,800 going on ahead leaving a path on the right.
15,300 going on ahead leaving a path on the right.
15, 700 going past a water tank, going ahead.
16,200 going on ahead leaving a path on the right. The village of llindars is ahead of us.
16,300 turning right before getting into Llindars.
16,600 turning left . We find the village of Rubinat ahead of us.
16,850 turning right.
17,150 taking the path on the right, leaving the one that goes down on the left.
18,500 road junction. Going by the left.
19,600 setting off for the village of Rubinat.
19,900 reaching Rubinat , before getting to the weighing machine turning right.

20,000 going on ahead downwards.
20,050 going on ahead.
20,800 going on ahead leaving a path on the left.
21,100 junction, turning left.
21,850 junction, going to the right setting off for the village of Sant Antolí.
22,00 we reach the starting point.

